Announcement on a website

Dear Member Federations,

following the conclusions of the FIPS-Mouche General Assembly 2019 in Kazachstan, Board has been
working intensively on further development of our website. Website, that has been introduced in
2019, was considered to be a main communication platform with you – our Members. All news will be
primary published on the website, concurrently this information will be automatically posted on the
FIPS-Mouche facebook page and additionally each Member Federation will be email notified with a
link onto the original message. Having this system running we can deliver to you our news more
promptly, systematically and last but not least without double update of our social media. The main
notification recipients will be all SPOCs (single points of contacts) that were imported into the website
(one contact a federation). All news were stored with a timestamps, timewise sorted, so that you can
freely lookup for older records as well.
At our Board meeting we internally decided to collect all available historical results of FIPS-Mouche
championships. The results of our homework you can find published on our website within a new
section “Results” divided over the categories. Unfortunately we did not succeed to collect all records
and therefore if you have in your federation archives some missing files, please feel free to send it to
us (ideally a copy of the original results).
Many of you have for sure noticed that since a launch of the new website in 2019 the main domain
was determined fips-mouche.net whereas fips-mouche.com was configured as a secondary one (due
to some technical restrictions). As these restrictions are nowadays over the web designer did a
migration and swapped the web domains - therefore same as in the past the main domain is fipsmouche.com. You can freely use further on both ones in your web browsers as they are referring to
the same hosting. Due to a higher security we have also introduced a SSL protocol.
We strongly hope that this newer version of a website will help in our communication, attractive
presentation of our business and above all hopefully you will like and enjoy it. Please let us know your
feedbacks. Thank you.

Best wishes
Mario Podmanik

